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About This Game

Mining Rail is a roller coaster game.

Get in your mine cart and drive at high speed along the railway track, getting through the mine to the exit and down to the
valley. The track is steep, the curves tight and the force tries to take your vehicle out of the bend. A good pilot now shifts the

weight, tilts the mine cart in the curve and manages every tricky part of the track.

 exciting high speed downhill driving

 real roller coaster feeling

 over- and underground driving

 world generator for fixed and random tracks

A mine cart pilot must qualify for his missions and is rated by the number of tasks completed. You have to be fast, accident-free
and efficient in collecting gems. Only then you will get access to the next mining world.
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 110 fixed tracks

 11 worlds

 5 levels

 1650 tasks

 30 upgrades

 endless number of random tracks

Your mining operations will take you to the most exciting mine tracks in the world. From the Black Forest via the Volcano
Islands to the Blue Grottoes, your driving skills become a legend. But every experienced mine cart pilot has to face at regular

intervals the challenge of the Ghost Mine.

 Black Forest

 Mediterranean

 Fertile Plain

 Nordic Coast

 Volcano Island

 Mining Mountains

 Fire Caves

 Iron Valley

 Blue Grottoes

 Desert Mountain

 Ghost Mine

The dark Ghost Mine will not be entered by humans. Here live the dead, ghosts, giant spiders and vampire bats. There is no
electric light and some sections are very steep.

 10 fixed tracks Ghost Mine

 5 levels

 30 tasks

 endless number of random tracks in Ghost Mine

Find your way through the Ghost Mine and the most impressive mines around the world and start a journey from deep inside the
mountains down to the safe station at the end of the track.
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Title: Mining Rail
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Racing
Developer:
WS net
Publisher:
WS net
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: keyboard or controller

English,German
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Good, Nice Smooth Graphics,
A+A+A+. This game is one of THOSE games, the sort that's clearly someones pet project in Unity that eventually got fleshed
out to the point where they felt confident enough to release it. I will say this, it's not a bad game at all nor a bad concept but it
needs more fleshing out. For what it is this game is solid and playable while actually taking some skill which is somewhat rare
these days. If you need something to spend your time on and don't mind some of the negative traits often associate with Unity
you could certainly do a lot worse then Mining Rail.

If I was to offer a piece of advice to the developer though I would say lean into the silliness of the concept. If taken further this
game can't be serious, it just can't, the concept will not support it but if you doubled down on the rediculous nature of the game
it could work out very well. Add in some more music options perhaps themed to the levels, more to do in addition to just
dodging two or three obstacles, and find your own style\/graphics setup outside of Unity standard and this simple game could
become a hit. It's just the right mix of a simple concept with competent base gameplay to have real potenital.. Its a great idea
and fun too worth \u00a310 easy.I would Recommend this game. This is really fun!
First or third person mine cart racing.
A Variety of tracks.
Some upgrades for your cart.
Maybe a bit too expensive...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/wHnCkPuSH00
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